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Talks stalled between teachers, faculty
3y Jeff Kocur
Editor-At-Large

Issues of contract

It has been nearly a year since the contract between the MinneMnSCU wants: Teachers want:
sota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) and its faculty has
• More flexibility when • To limit use of adjunct
expired, and still no new contract has been negotiated.
professors
using
adjunct profesEven though the threat of a strike lingers, the two sides are
sors
currently at a stand still. And it does not look as if they will be going
• Availability of third
• To limit use of third
back to the bargaining table anytime soon.
party arbitration in
party
arbitrators
to
Dr. Alexander Yard, history professor at Winona State Univerarbitrary incapricious
make decisions on
sity and president of the Winona State Faculty Association said that
cases
promotions, tenure
ne does not know of anybody who would want a strike, but he can
• A pay increase of
• A pay increase of 3.7
make no prediction as to whether or not the faculty would vote for
,,'strike.
roughly the same the
percent the first year
"It would be very disruptive to students in paticular," Yard said.
year and about seve
and 4.1 percent the
The issues being negotiated revolve chiefly around compensapercent the second y
second year for a total
tion, but also include what Chris Dale from MnSCU's Labor
for a package total
package increase of
Relations department calls "A narrow range of language propos :
almost $19 million
nearly $21 million
al s."
•Talks are not moving anywhere, and if
Those language proposals that MnSCU wishes to implement are
negotiation drags on, the faculty may cal
meeting opposition from the faculty. They include the use of
for a strike
adjunct professors, the use of arbitrators to decide tenure or
professors when regualr professors leave for reasons such as
promotions and the use of community professors.
The latter is a unique feature to Metropolitan State University. sabbatical, or when there are fluctuations in enrollment.
"Currently, our university system uses adjunct faculty to a far
It is a program that allows for members of the community who are
professionals in their field to come in and teach a class. They don't lesser extent than other universities," Dale said. "The change
necessarily hold doctorates in their field, but they offer practitio- would not be harmful to students or faculty, and it would be
cheaper."
ner-based instruction.
Yard agrees that there is a short term savings when hiring
This issue has already been settled, but the other issues—
adjunct faculty. But he also believes that any short term gains are
including the monetary issues—still hang in the air.
MnSCU would like to allow greater flexibility regarding the use greatly offset by long term losses in regards to the health of the
university.
bf adjunct professors.
"There is a need for adjunct professors for fluctuations in
According to Dale, the current language in the contract limits
the ability of the administration to hire part-time, or adjunct enrollment, and so that students can have exposure to some
/

Professor loses wife
in morning house fire
By Mark Lorisch
Staff Writer
A tragic fire took the life of Harriet
Mishark March 8, at her home in Winona.
Her husband John Mishark, a Winona State University history professor, was also home when the fire occurred, but he escaped with minor
injuries.
Harriet Mishark, 72, who called 911
,shortly after 2 a.m. was not able to
follow her husband out of the house
after her wheelchair became lodged in
a doorway.

By the time Mishark's husband realized she was not behind him, it was
too late. The house was too engulfed in
flames for him to go back in after her.
According to Captain Gary Kujak,
one of the first fire fighters on the
scene, there was a report of someone
trapped in the house en-route to the
fire.
When Kujak arrived, he entered the
garage in an attempt to rescue Harriet.
"The smoke was so thick you could
not see your hand in front of your face,
we were literally bouncing off the walls

See Fire, page 2

sity," Yard said, "but an increase is troubling to the quality of
education and the overall health of the institution."
Yard criticizes MnSCU for wanting to take away the faculty's
ability to call in an arbitrator to settle issues of arbitrary incapricious
when the administration grants tenure or a promotion to a faculty
member.
"If a president makes a decision like this on a whim, why can't
we ask an arbitrator to judge," he said.
Dale countered that MnSCU doesn't necessarily agree with a
third party making a decision that judges teachers, but does believe
a third party should be allowed to judge the process.
Perhaps the largest issue involved in these negotiations is the
monetary isssue. There is roughly a $2 million difference between
what MnSCU is offering and what the faculty is requesting.
MnSCU is offering roughly a 3.7 percent increase during the
first year of the contract and a 4.1 percent increase during the
second year for a total increase of nearly $19 million, according to
Dale. What the faculty wants is roughly the same the first year and
about 7 percent during the second year for a total of $21 million in
pay increases.
Dale said that these increases are above average for comparable
universities in this region, but Yard compares MnSCU's offer to
the package recently given to faculty at the University of Minnesota. This year each faculty member recieved an average raise of 8
percent, and they are currently negotiating for next year's contract.
Yard also compared comments made publicly by Mark Yudof,
University of Minnesota President with the general attitude of
MnSCU.
Yudof has expressed the need to recognize teachers, and has
publicly praised them, while according to Yard, the general attitude
of MnSCU shows a lack of trust and respect of faculty. In fact,

See Contract, page 2

Task force wants changes
By Ryan Hatch
Staff Writer
The Winona Alcohol Tack Force on
underage drinking will likely recommend to the City Council that the fine
for first-time minor consumption tickets be tripled to $250.
Winona Mayor Jerry Miller said the
stiffer fines, which police recommended, will send a message to firsttime offenders.
Current lines average $83.
Miller said the task force's recommendations will also require bar owners and bouncers to attend alcohol
server-training programs, having college students speak to elementary and
middle school students and creating an
alternative to drinking, such as an alco-

hol-free dance club.
In late March, live task force members from the panel and seven volunteers will meet with Miller to put the
recommendations into final form.
Miller said the proposal would back
up the schools' DARE drug education
program.
"Getting the college students to help
the younger kids make good choices at
an early age is an important aspect in
solving the underage drinking problem," Miller said.
A report released by the Winona
Police Department this month shows
that downtown bars accounted for 82
percent of alcohol-related arrests in the
past two years.
Overall from October 1996 to February 1998, 185 out of 225 alcohol-

WSU philosophy professor takes own life
By Adam Kieffer
Staff Writer
Former Winona State University
Philosophy Professor Dr. Craig Webb
Hansen was found dead on the morning of March 12.
Goodview Police found him in his
car inside his garage after responding
to a call made by Hansen's concerned
brother.
During Winona State's Christmas
break, Hansen was given a paid leave
of absence to settle legal matters in
regards to his arrest in Rochester where
he was involved in a dispute with his
wife and a man she was with.

The court date was set for March 10,
and when Hansen never arrived, his
lawyer and family became worried and
left messages on his answering machine to which he never responded.
Hansen was replaced by current professor Rick Volkman, but his position
still remains open because Volkman is
hired at a university in Connecticut
beginning next school year.
Dr. Kevin Possin, WSU Philosophy
professor and former colleague of
Hansen regarded him as "good to work
with" and "quiet."
Over their six years of working together, they designed the software
which is used in all WSU's critical

thinking courses, and they were on the
verge of marketing the program at the
time of Hansen's death. The project is
still in the air.
Possin also stated that one of
Hansen's great accomplishments was
left all but fulfilled. For about five or
six weeks every summer, Hansen would

LL
[Hanson was] good to
work with. . .
-Dr. Kevin Possin
WSU philosphy professor
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Established in 1922

related arrests in Winona bars occurred
Brothers (91 arrests), Jake's (50 arrests), Fitzgerald's (27 arrests) and
Bulls Eye (17 arrests).
Deputy Police Chief Don Walski
said he has spoken at the Alcohol Task
Force meetings about the four downtown problem bars, but until this report
had been released, he did not want to
mention any specific bars.
"The bars mentioned in the study
know that this is a problem; we are
going to continue to work with them to
reduce the number of arrests at their
establishments," said Walski.
The report mentions only the number of people arrested with charges
stemming from minor consumption,
possession of false identification and
possession of alcohol.

Fake IDs
found on
students
During a walk through at
Fitzgerald's Feb. 4, Winona police officers Paul Anderson and
Linda Williams attempted to sniff
out minors. Williams came upon
three women who appeared to be
underage.
Readily, two of the women volunteered to show identification.
The third admitted to being under
21.
Five days later, Officer John
Howe got word that the same two
women were using fake identification. Later he was tipped off that
the two women, Kelly Moe, 19,
and Jeni Johnson, 18, were freshmen Winona State University students.
Through some detective work,
Howe found out they obtained falsified birth certificates and used
them to apply for Wisconsin IDs.
On March 12, Howe executed
a search on Johnson's Conway
dorm room, where the fake ID was
recovered.
A search of Moe's Morey room
proved worthwhile after a one hitter marijuana pipe with residue
and a bag of psychedelic mushrooms were found.
Narcotics officer Tom Williams later confirmed the identity
of the mushrooms as
hallucinagens.
Currently, both women are being charged with aggravated forgery and face up to $20,000 in fines.
ten years in prison or both.
Don Walski, WSU Director of
Security, said, "The approach the
police department is taking toward
false identification is on the rise,
especially this kind of ID tamperMoe appeared in court last Friday, for charges of aggrevated
forgery and fifth-degree possession of drugs. Johnson appears
April 1, facing the forgery charges.

Studs For Sale

travel to Colorado and scale some of
the 58 mountain peaks that measured
over 14,000 feet. He almost climbed
all of them.
Hansen received his B.A. at Rice
University and his M.A. at the University of Texas-Austin and was hired at
WSU in September of 1989 through to
this year.
Hansen is survived by his wife
Stacey, who was living in. Rochester at
the time of his death.
Hansen will be remembered at a
private family service set for a later
date, and in the memories of WSU
students and professors.

Families 'instrumental' in performers' lives
By Agnes Ong
Staff Writer
"This is the story of my life," and
Gao Hong went on to tell it in a most
unusual way . . . her music.
Gao Hong told the story of her life
in her composition Flying Dragon. The
time, date and year she was born was in
a dragon year. Her fortune, predicted
by a fortune teller, was to never settle
down but to always roam.
Gao said that it is true so far: she left

home at an early age and has traveled
far and wide with her music as her
accompaniment.
Dragon was written in 1992 and is
constantly being polished by Gao as
she tries to convey her feelings of leaving home and traveling since youth.
The Beijing Silk and Bamboo Trio
was in Winona State recently with the
cooperation of the Lyceum series and
International Friendship Through the
Performing Arts (IFIPA).
According to President Paul Dice,

IFTPA's main goals are to promote
friendship, understanding and interaction from diverse ethnic backgrounds.
The three invited musicians were
Gao Hong, Wang Hong and Chen Tao.
Each had an impressive background in
music.
Gao graduated with honors from
the Central Conservatory of Music.
"I started studying music at the age
of eight with the accordion because my
mother was a music teacher," Gao said.
Unfortunately, her mother did not

play the pipa, a Chinese musical string,
the instrument that Goa specializes in.
Gao performed in Winona in 1996
with her teacher, Lin Shicheng; this
time she was happy to be back with her
two other colleagues.
"I had an uncle who played the
violin and my father was a Peking
Opera actor," Tao said, the flutist.
In a Chinese opera, the musical ensemble would be a full orchestral effect
See Music, page 3

Rachel McConnelUStaff Photographer

Junior Joe Cherney, engineering major, struts his stuff for
the stud auction Thursday in the Lourdes Hall cafeteria.
Lourdes Hall Council auctioned off over thirty men, raising
over $250 for Lourdes Fest.
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News Briefs
Attention all students

Anne Frank Exhibit at Saint Mary's

Payment for spring quarter is due on April 10, in the Cashier's Office (107 Somson). Please remenber
to pay your bill before leaving for Easter break. A late fee charge will be added for payments after April
10. If you need a copy of your bill, come to Somson 206, Accounts Receivable.

The national touring exhibit, "Anne Frank in the World, 1929-45" is on display at Saint Mary's
University through April 3. The display is open to the public weekdays 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Saturdays noon
to 7 p.m. and Sundays 1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Geology Club Drawing

Architecture Slide Lecture

Over 40 prizes to be given away from area hotels, restaurants and businesses in the Geology Club
drawing. Tickets can be purchased in the Lower Hyphen between the hours of 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. on
Wednesday and Thursday of this week and next Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday (3/31, 4/1 and 4/
2). Cost is $1 each ticket and proceeds will be used to finance future activities.

Dominic Ricciotti, Professor of Art at Winona State University, will give a slide lecture concerning
the origins of modern architecture in the United States at the Winona Arts Center on Wednesday,
March 25, at 7 p.m. Specifically his topic is the 1936 inter home of Henry R. and Clare Booth Luce in
South Carolina, which was designed by Edward D. Stone (1920-78).
The Arts Center is at Fifth and Franklin Streets, and there is no charge for the lecture.

Forensics

The WSU Forensics team, represented by students Karri Erbele, Elliott Fischer, Jaceson Hauser,
Heather Myers and Tina Ross earned the TOP TEAM /SUPERIOR TEAM AWARD (First Place Team)
at the Pi Kappa Delta ("PKD" -- National Forensic Fraternity) Province of the Northern Lights tournament
held March 20-21, 1998. Province Governor/Director of Forensics Stephen Collie and Assistant Director
Mike VanKeulen, along with alumni Kelly McGuire and Kim Schultz, accompanied the team. This is the
first time WSU has earned the "Top Team"/Superior Award at the PKD Provincial Tournament, accumulating twenty-one individual awards. Each student in competition received points, truly making this a
team effort.
The following top Individual Awards were earned:
Tina Ross:

Excellent Award, Program Oral Interpretation
Excellent Award, Informative Speaking,
Excellent Award, Communication Analysis

Elliott Fischer:

Superior, Duo Interpretation(w/ Hauser)
Excellent, Duo Interpretation(w/ Myers)
Excellent, After Dinner Speaking
Excellent, Prose Interpretation

The 15th annual Malaysian-American dinner, sponsored by the Winona State University MalaysianAmerican chapter, is scheduled for Saturday, March 28, beginning at 6:30 p.m. in the dining room of
Winona State's Lourdes Hall.
Traditional Malaysian cuisine will be prepared by student members of the Malaysian-American
chapter. Menu items include Wanton, Crab Rangoon, Nasi Briyani, Beef with Green Pepper, Pork
Roast, Beef Kimma, Chicken Kurma, Ika Yakisoba, Chinese Bok Choi, Fried Chicken with Kunyit,
Vegetable Acar, Onde-Onde and a Chinese bakery dessert.
The dinner will also include plays, dancing, songs and a fashion show.
Tickets are $14 for students and adults, $7 for children under 12, and will be sold in the International Students office in Kryzsko Commons, near the Smaug. Persons interested in attending the
dinner are encouraged to purchase their tickets early because seating is limited and the event is a sellout each year.
For more information or to reserve tickets, contact Mary Thorne at the WSU International Students
Office at 457-5304.
Beginning Sign Language II

Community Education's Project COMPASS is offering a class in Beginning Sign Language II this
Spring. The class will take place on six Monday evenings, beginning March 30 from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30
p.m., in Room 109 of Winona Senior High School, 901 Gilmore Avenue. The class fee is $24, and
Clock Hours are available.
In this fun and challenging class, Karen Wantock will teach you the next steps in communication
using sign language. Prerequsites for this class are Beginning Sign Language I, or some knowledge
and experience with signing.
Karen is an interpreter for students at the middle school and Madison Elementary School.
You can mail your registration or register at the Community Education office, Room 105 in the
Lincoln Building, 654 Huff Street. For more information, call 454-9450, voice/TTY.

Jaceson Hauser: Superior Duo Interpretation (w/ Fischer)
Superior, Poetry Interpretation
Superior, Dramatic Interpretation
Heather Myers:

15th Annual Malaysian-American Dinner

Excellent Duo Interpretation (w/ Fischer)
Excellent, Dramatic Interpretation

Additionally, the team earned nine other awards including Persuasive Speaking and Informative
Speaking. Qualified members of the WSU Forensics Team will be attending the American Forensics
Association National Tournament in Flagstaff, Arizona, April 3-6 and the National Forensics Association
National Tournament in MaComb, Illinois, April 16-20.

Shoe Crew

It's not too late to sign up for the Winona State Shoe Crew. Join the newest walking program to hit
campus. For more information, contact Dr. Gary Kastello in the Department of Health and Human
Performance at 457-5219.

Commencement

Commencement will be held on Saturday, May 30 in McCown Gymnasium of Memorial Hall. Students who obtain approval for graduation will be sent additional information concerning the details of
graduation at a later date.

WSU Dance Program Receives Grant

The Southeastern Minnesota Arts Council, Inc., at the recommendation of the Arts Advisory Panel,
awarded a $2,000 grant for a collaborative creation of an original dance theater work at Winona State
University.
The new work will premiere in Winona State University's annual Dancescape production on April 2,
3 and 4 at 7:30 p.m., on the Main Stage of Winona State's Performing Arts Center. Tickets for
Dancescape will be available starting March 23 at the WSU Box Office, in the PAC. For more information on this event, contact Gretchen Cohenour, Dancescape Project Director, at 457-5665.

Two $500 Scholarships

Application deadline is March 31 for the Karen Sweetland Scholarship and the Jessie Kaiser Scholarship. To qualify, you must be a junior or senior next school year and have a 3.75 grade point average.
Contact Jo Stienessen of University Relations, 457-5020, with any questions.

Contract

Fire

Continued from page 1
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are looking at the size of the packages

While neither party has been in a

so far as to say at the bargaining table

and the impact on universities and stu-

that the faculty is "Overpaid."
That lack of trust and respect is

dents. These proposals stretch the capabilities of the university," Weyandt

hurry to get back to the negotiating
table, Weyandt stresses that they must

what makes negotiating with MnSCU

said.

according to Yard, MnSCU has gone

Weyandt also identified a market

doubly frustrating Yard said.

get back as soon as possible.
Yard does not see that happening to
quickly. "If there is a reason to go back

dead shortly after.

Yard said that the tone for the negotiations was set when MnSCU made

discipline proposal that would allocate
$1 million total for the administration

we would be there in a minute."

their opening offer of a one percent

to grant one time pay increases where
it sees fit. This was an attempt to mirror

most over but the faculty is stiill work-

a program at the University of Minne-

ratified in 1995. "It is a sad situation; it

sota, but Weyandt says this was not

is corrossive to faculty moral and bad
for the university as a whole," Yard

increase for both years of the contract.
Chief negotiator for MnSCU, Anne
Weyandt said that MnSCU does not
want to reach a settlement that would

well received by MnSCU faculty and
they are reevaluating the proposal.

place a large burden on students. "We

Continued from page 1
irying to locate her, - Kujak said.
Moments later she was located
slumped over in her wheelchair still

The first year of the contract is aling under the old contract that was

_!asping for air, but was pronounced
,

The fire started in the bedroom when
an electrical blanket malfunctioned
Apparently there had been problems in
the past with the switch.
Currently, John Mishark is on sabbatical from Winona State and is scheduled to return teaching, in fall of '98.

said.
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Senators lobby in Women choose to have fatherless children
Washington, D.C. The '90s are bringing changes in the way women want to raise their young
Associated Press

By Michelle Wolf
News Editor

Eight Student Senators from Winona State University traveled to Washington, D.C., lobbying for student issues during an annual trip in the beginning of March.
The Winona State students were
accompanied by other Minnesota students from Bemidji, Mankato,
Metropolitan,Moorhead, St. Cloud and
Southwest State Universities.
Student Senate President Ryan
Kulikowski and Senators Paul Solarz,
Kay Wendling, Michael Kurowski,
Senell Gaustad, Jennifer Startz,
Melanie Rubin and Theresa Tennies
were the students who made the trek to
Washington, D.C.
The students had the opportunity to
meet with U.S. Representatives, sena-

tors from Minnesota and some surrounding states, officials from the U.S.
Department of Education and the Office of Budget and Management and
members of the House and Senate Education Committees.
"I feel we accomplished a lot, as far
as WSU goes," Kulikowski said, who
had been in Washington, D.C. the previous year to lobby.
Some of the issues lobbied were
financial aid/loan issues, specifically
interest rates and bankrupcy.
"Our senators are the best lobbiers,
in my opinion," Kulikowski said.
The trip was sponsored by the Minnesota State University Student Association (MSUSA). MSUSA is a nonprofit students advocacy organization
that represents students at Minnesota's
seven state universities and voices their
concerns.

L

adies, is it that time of the
month again? Are
you sick of going through a
Julie Spaeth
box of tampons with each period, or
Senior Nursing Major
even worse, you're still stuck in the
world of diapers (I mean pads)?
Well, did you know that there is a
new product on the market for our
feminine protection needs? It is called Instead, and it really works.
Instead is a small, round plastic ring with a collapsible cup that females
can insert into their bodies to "catch" their menstrual flow. It is comfortable
and reliable, and one can wear it up to 12 hours! Instead makes a natural seal
with the body over the cervix which eliminates odor and makes leaking a
' thing of the past. Once the device is inserted correctly, the wearer should not
be able to feel it. You almost forget your monthly visitor is here.
The big question: is it safe? Absolutely. As stated in the package's
instructions, Instead has had extensive toxicology, biocompatiblity and
microbiological laboratory and human clinical testing. All results support the
product's safe-tit v-iFeifilie-d aS -aireCted. The most important thing is to follow
directions. Do not wear the product for more than '12 hours, and always
dispose of the product once it is used—don't reuse.
As an added bonus, Instead is the only feminine protection product that
allows females to engage in clean, comfortable sexual intercourse during their
period. Yes, that is correct—go ahead enjoy and yourself any time of the
month. Just put in a new Instead before doing so and there should be no
worries. However, don't use the product as a birth control method. It may
look similar to a diaphragm, but it is not. The purpose is to "catch" your flow
so you can be worry free for up to 12 hours. It will not prevent women from
becoming pregnant or catching a sexually transmitted disease.
Like anything new, Instead may take a little getting used to. I recommend
trying this new product and seeing the many advantages it offers. There are
directions with every package, and there is also a toll free number to call for
consumer questions. Good luck!

women.

the 25 gang members he ministered to
"There's a real lesbian baby boom," at Adobe Mountain juvenile detention
said professor Sarah Stage, chairwoman center, only four of them came from
of women's studies at Arizona State homes with two original parents.
University.
"The father represents strength and
But Gotthardt's patients also include discipline," Di Bernardo said. "These
young heterosexual women who want gangsters learned at an early age that
children and don't want to wait for Mr. they would not have to listen to mom
Right.
because mom can't physically stop
One of Dr. Jay Nemiro's patients -them."
Was 21.
Studies show that teen girls who
"She was from a smallArizona town grow up without fathers have sex earand believed she would never find a lier because they crave male love and
man," said Nemiro, medical director of protection, he said.
Arizona Center for Fertility Studies in
Di Bernardo said voluntary single
Scottsdale.
motherhood might indicate that women
Not all fertility doctors accept single have lost hope.
patients.
"There's a problem with relation"There are some physicians who ships in America," he said. "A lot of
don't feel comfortable with it," women are frustrated because they can't
Gotthardt said.
find the right person, and even if they
Voluntary single parenthood raises did find the right person, things happen
moral and societal questions, clergy and it doesn't work out, so they figure
say.
'I don't need a man."'
"Single parenting is always hard
Nemiro said wanting to be pregnant
and when somebody is stuck in the is a natural urge for women.
situation where there's a divorce or
"Women have this desire to reprothere's a death, 41 we can do is affirm duce," he said. "Intellectually, they
a single person who's trying to raise a control it for a while, but when it hits,
child," said the Rev. Father Dale it hits."
Fushek, pastor of St. Timothy's CathoHe said, if they had their druthers,
lic Church in Mesa. "But I don't think some of his patients would opt for
that's the way it should be designed. fathers for their babies.
God's design is that a child should be
"There are some who would have
raised in a family situation and have wished it wasn't this way, that they
the role-modeling of a mother and a would be in a committed relationship
father. It takes a lot of energy to raise a so there would be a father figure
child and support a child."
around," Nemiro said.
Mark Di Bernardo, pastor of Word
Young, whose daughter Natalie is
Alive Christian Center in Mesa, said of now 9, said she would have rather gone

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — Forget
what you learned about the birds and
the bees. This is the 1990s and no
longer does it take a mommy and a
daddy to make a baby.

A growing number of women with
their biological clocks ticking have
decided a patient and doctor are sufficient.
Some fear, though, that the choice
to become a single parent as Madonna,
and more recently, Jodie Foster have
done, may indirectly take a toll on
society.
But Karen Young of Phoenix knows
well how loudly the biological clock
ticks even when true love is nowhere in
sight.
"I wasn't in a relationship, so I could
see no other option than to go about it
medically," said Young, an X-ray technologist who was 38 when she got
pregnant using donor sperm. "I was
bound and determined not to let the
opportunity fly by for the sake of not
having a partner."
Single women make up a good portion of patients at local fertility clinics.
Karyn Gotthardt, a nurse practitioner with Fertility Treatment Center in
Chandler, said 41 percent of the center's
patients 35 to 39 years old who underwent donor insemination in 1996 and
1997 were single.
Of women 29 and younger, 27 percent were single.
Gotthardt said younger women who
choose the procedure often are lesbian

M usic
Continued from page 1
with percussion, wind, and wood instrument.
"From youth, I loved the sound of
the flute and that made me want to
master (the flute)," he said.
Tao's family taught him the basics
before he moved at the age of 13 to the
Central Conservatory of Music in
Beijing. It was there that he studied the
Chinese flute and began conducting
and writing compositions of his own.
After his graduation, he taught at his
alma mater and eventually became an
associate professor.
Wang used to be a teacher before he
gave up his day job to be a concert
performer.
"I taught both traditional and popular music in China to almost all ages
because the younger generation loves
modern music," he said.
Wang plays the erhu, a two-stringed

bowed fiddle.
There were 13 pieces performed

UPAC Presents:

Violent Femmes
with special guest
Polar°

during the night, and at the end the
musicians returned to the stage after
the curtains fell to play two short
pieces that captivated the audience.
The most captivating andeerit piece r
was the Melody of Chu. It was about a
defeated warlord who lost a battle and
was taking the honorable way out: suicide.
As Tao played on using thexun, the
Ocarina, a Simple and oldest wind instrument, one can almost see the suicidal bent of the warlord as he contemplates his fate and destiny.
Tao has an organized ensemble in
New York by the name of the Melody
of Dragon. In two months, they will be
on the road giving performances. The
ensemble invites other musicians from
Other places to join them on their tour.
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about having a baby the old-fashioncti
way.
"I just haven't been lucky enough tb
find my true partner in life," she saki.
Her husband abandoned her and heir
first daughter long ago.
Aside from her own desire for antother baby, Young wanted Nicola, whO
, is now 16, to have a sibling.
"We were truly alone," the mothetr
said. "It really was just her and I."
But Young said it hasn't been east
raising her two daughters alone. Anil
it's not for everyone, she said.
"(Women) should really think hard
before they make a decision," she saki.
"It's not one to be taken lightly. Yogi
really have to know how difficult it ih
to raise a child by yourself"
It's hard to know until you've beci)
there.
"I had given some thought about
(my daughter) being deprived of a fat
ther," she said. "I suppose I naiveli
thought I would be enough of a parentt
It turned out that she does miss no
having a daddy."
Young said she was a little selfish
about her decision, but that she als1
was committed to being the best parent
she could be. And that has seen het through.
"I've got this incredible little gir1,1
she said. "I am so in awe of her. She' t
unbelievable She's so sweet and so
bright. She's my rock. She's such 4
doting daughter. She says 'Oh mommy;
I love you so much. You are the best
mommy in the world.' It's her way oI
saying 'It's OK. You're enough."'

or more than 20 years, Birthright has

helped thousands of students worried
about pregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer
free pregnancy tests, answers to your questions,
' referals to community services—and, most
important, someone to listen. All of our help is
free and confidential.
Call anytime: 452-2421 • 920 W. 5th Winona
• For more info: http://www.winonanet.com/orgs/birthright
-
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In the '90s only the
good die young, but
do they have to?

March 25, 1998

THE FLAW ROHE BOMBING

T

eenagers and young adults often receive flak
for being materialistic, lackadaisical and
Lauren Osborne
egotistical. We are thought to have "mixed
News Editor
up" priorities, our heads in the clouds and an apathetic view toward those around us.
This may be the general attitude that this age
group seems to purPort, but there appears to be a growing number of high-school
and college-aged people who indeed break this stereotypical mold.
Deviating from their peers, these students devote themselves, their time and
their efforts entirely to outside groups (clubs, churches) and other people
(professors, bosses, classmates, family members and co-workers)—often to the
point where they sacrifice their own needs, health and happiness for those of
others. And it is becoming consistently easier to see how this happens.
During college, many students are forced to juggle at least one job along with
school work and household responsibilities, consequently forcing them to
temember many things pertaining to academic, personal and work-related
affairs, including myriad names, numbers, dates, facts and rules.
Because the amount of information, of which we are expected to have instant
and total recall, can be unbelievably overwhelming, it comes as no surprise to find
the pages of many students' daily planners and "to do" lists filled to capacity with
scribbles detailing their hectic schedules—where they ought to be and when and
at what time tasks and projects should be completed.
The brain can indeed perform some of the most amazing functions, but even
our great cerebral memo pads cannot store everything. As a result, those things
that are most important or that make a lasting impression on a person are kept for
recall, while other less important things get erased and are perhaps lost forever.
And this is where the main problem lies. Those mold-breakers have a problem
deciding exactly which things are important to remember and do and often
prioritize those tasks that will benefit others rather than themselves.
It is no wonder that millions of young adults across the country claim to be
"stressed out." But is all this stress necessary?
The knowledge to take care of oneself should be inherent in all human beings
and should be first and foremost on their jumbled lists to do. It is therefore ironic
that many students seem to be lacking this fundamental and basic knowledge.
Since the brain, in some way or another, is connected to the rest of the human body
and is aware of one's physiological needs, one can begin to assume that this issue
is not a matter of retention but rather one of practice and habit.
This is evidenced by the fact that we recognize the importance of sleep and are
- -quite aware of what happens if we don't get any, yet we still insist on surviving
with the bare minimum; we know it is essential to maintain both good health and
)hysique in order to eschew cancers and heart disease, but the American
)opulation tends to spend significantly more time living their sedentary lifestyles
ather than engaging in physical activity and eating a healthful diet; and we have
;ertainly been taught the dangers of drinking to excess, yet we persist to do it with
he hopes of reaping the temporary benefits it may produce.
The line between these two extremes—those who care for nothing and no one
and those who care more about everyone else—is neither fine nor gray. There are
ii-stinct and inarguable differences between these two groups of people, and,
)eCause these ways of thinking become habitual manifestations already by young
adulthood, it would appear that they stem from childhood. Why do some of us
nake ourselves prey to stress and health related diseases later in life? Why do we
sacrifice our own happiness for that of other people, some of them complete
;gangers?
--From the students' vantage point, we are swamped with assignments and
-.-esponsibilities and could, in no possible way, take on any additional tasks; we
would kill for an extension to the 24-hour day. An "outsider" may be provoked
.&„ask, "Do they really have too much to do, or do they create work for
themselves?" G )od question. We'd almost like to think that our we have no
:ontrol over our tremendous work loads—that we don't bring unnecessary
stresses upon ourselves.
-Unfortunately, this defense doesn't stand up to those who procrastinate and
%ke-to heart the saying, "Why do today what can be put off until tomorrow?" If
pile firmly believes that delaying a task will allow himself to escape from the
esponsibility, he is cheating himself out of reality and will eventually be forced
face the stresses he himself caused.
On the other hand, many people do not procrastinate and still have a heavy
woik load. Upon evaluation, this can be explained by the fact that we live in a
world of deadlines. Businesses, schools and family members convey a get-thislone-or-else attitude, and we are lead to believe that the consequences we will
fakby not completing the task will be worse than those we will experience in the
prodess of actually doing those tasks. For example, many think receiving a C or
D on:a poorly written paper is worse than losing a night of sleep or getting a cold
as-kiesult of pulling an all-nighter to polish one's writing.
=Because people typically spend at least 18 years living at home and attending
school, it can be assumed that many of these ideas are born from teachers, parents
and:other authority figures who have the power and opportunity to influence
young children's minds, such as pastors, family friends and neighbors. Primary
educators, especially those teaching kindergarten and first through third grades,
encourage their students to make new friends by sharing food, toys, opinions and
other possessions. Some students learn to do so while still retaining things for
themselves, but others fall into the dangerous habit of giving to and helping others
more than they help themselves. Why? Like most everyone, kids want to be liked,
and they want to be characterized as "nice" and "caring."
Likewise, many forms of religion advocate helping others—even strangers—
in times of need and condemn those who are selfish and leery of the church's
creed. Consequently, many people experience guilt, often considered among the
strongest emotions, causing them to redirect their efforts at others to please a
higher power.
I agree with philosopher Aristotle, who preaches that happiness should be the
chief good among members of a society. Without advocating greed, I believe it
is necessary to be a little selfish in today's world: one should be certain that he
hiinself and his responsibilities are taken care of before he attempts to take care
of others.
' ' So, yes, our priorities are a little "mixed up"; many of us should consider
thinking about ourselves a little more often before we initiate our own destruction; we deserve our own attention. The good don't always have to die young.
-
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It's the end of the world?
Millenium almost here, some predict we might not be here

Tibetan Tea
T.J. Lettner
Columnist

And so marks the beginning of
the end. Cash in your chips, say
your goodbyes, the whole world is
finally coming to an unwelcome
end.
After all, a new millennium is
right around the corner, and that
always means the end of the world,
right? Well, at least that is what
some people are trying to sell us.
These people are invading the
media, and I fear there is no
stopping them.
There seems to be a new
replacement for the recent wave of
bad weather films that will be
_fashing into theaters soon. .
These movies, along with Fox
television exclusives and countless
web sights are all beginning to cash
in on this age old fear that seems to
resurface about every hundred
years or so.
I've had the pleasure of watching a lot of previews lately, all
about the falling sky and the threat
it poses to the well being of
humankind. Meteors and asteroids
bigger than Asia, hurtling towards
Earth at scolding hot speeds as the
seconds tick away, bringing us ever
closer to the devastating impact of
this heaven sent global destruction.
Media personnel are using the
fear factor to get people to buy
tickets to their latest shows. They
are deliberately exploiting the
beliefs that people have about the
world's end and how it may be
coming soon.
They pull biblical images about
the end of time, place them together with the turn of the century
`tat is upon us, throw in some

Mike-n-Ike's and $5 popcorn, and
sit back and rake it in.
It's all over the place. Movies,
books, the Internet, that Jack Van
Impe guy that rears his ugly face
on TV almost as often as that
annoying white haired Menards
man.
They all try to scare us into
believing the same thing, (minus,
of course, the Menards' man, who
would just assume sell some nice
screen doors).
"Oh crap, the end is coming;
better see our movie, order our
video, buy our book, or hell, even
join our damn cult; just give us
money."
That's what the new millennium
is really starting to become. A
golden opportunity to make some
cash.
"This end of the world is being
brought to you by Miller Light. If
you're gonna die, you might as
well die drunk."
Send a couple bucks, someone
will help you through it. You'll
reach the promised land some way
or other.
The movies will show us what it
might look like, so we will know
when it comes. Books and videos,
they will tell us step by step how
we can become better people so
come judgment day, we'll have a
few points racked up in our favor.
Or maybe they will teach us how
to make the most of our life ending
situation, so that we might find
some joy or fulfillment within the
upcoming global destruction.
Other, more serious folks will tell
us that they themselves might lead
us into heaven.
All we have to do is jump
aboard the short bus on it's journey
behind some comet, "because if
you lookspal close at the tail, I
think you can see Jesus!"
The worst part about all of this
is that it is only the beginning.
We're still two years from the great
computer roll-over, AKA 2000.
Then, when the apocalypse still
hasn't started, we can expect that
for about the next four to five

years, people will still be frightened to death, anticipating each
morning to wake up to an asteroid
in the backyard.
The next five to ten years arc
going to be interesting. On one
hand, there will be those people
who live in an almost constant
terror of the end, and on the other
hand, the arguably smarter people
who will pass their time counting
the money they are making off the
first type. There will also be a third
group. Those of you who really
don't give a damn what everyone
else is doing. You'll just kind of
sit back and enjoy the circus. I'll
bring peanuts.
I realize that I may be exaggerating the possibilities, but again,
it's only 1998. Already there has
been one mass suicide, countless
books and videos and at least three
or four movies that have all have
something to do with a fear of the
end.
Though no real frenzy has
broken out yet, expect to see things
getting worse in the near future. It
may turn out to be nothing, or it
could be complete hysteria. So
where will you be when the world
starts to end?
Your best bet is watching for it
in theaters. The magic of special
effects should serve an adequate
substitution for the lack of any
actual mass destruction of all life
on Earth. Maybe virtual reality will
be able provide us with the experience of the end of the World.
Or, for those of you who still
actually have imaginations, you
can visualize it for yourselves
while reading a book on the
subject.
Either way, you can expect to
see hundreds of possibilities within
the next ten years, along with a lo'
of scared people.
I also predict that church
attendance is going to break
records during the latter part of
1999. And who knows, by simply
charging a couple bucks admissi...
the clergy could make a little ext,
cash themselves.
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Chronicles
Lawrence
Lyman
Columnist

t finally happened around
midnight a few days ago. It
was only a matter of time.
I had retired for the evening. I
laid in bed beside my better half, my
bespectacled face buried in Tolstoy.
"Honey?" she cooed.
"Yes, puddin' pie?" I responded.
"Tell me again about your exgirlfriends."
My book fell to the coverlet. I
looked out the window into the liquid
blackness beyond. Somewhere, a dog
barked.
"Why do you want to talk about
that, sugar dumpling? Wouldn't you
rather discuss the pitfalls of supplyside economic theory?" I was
grasping, looking for any way out of
this cursed discussion. You see, I've
been to this territory before.
It seems that every time I get into
a new intimate relationship, this
horribly awkward situation arises,
where I am forced to revisit my
sixteenth year and retrace the years to
the present, chronicling my libidinous
misadventures to a half-listening,
progressively angrier audience of
one. Nothing good usually comes
from these talks, just some sort of
contrived and too-tidy cheeseball line
at the end, such as, "...and then that
girl took her donkey and nipple
clamps and she left town. And then I
met you. I love you, good night."
Ex-lovers are time's lovely
reminders of how good looking we
once were ("Wow! I haven't seen
in three years, and boy, does she
look great. I can't believe I used to
put my penis inside of her.") as well
as a brutal illustration of the levels of
desperation a man reaches without
iex ("Wow! I haven't seen her in
three years. I see she still hasn't
gotten that dental work. She still has
Tat hump too. I can't believe I used
to put my penis inside of her.")

The problem I run into is trying to
find a way to explain these women to
my current partner. If I demonize my
past conquests, I am accused of being
mean and a liar. She wants to know
why I was with such evil women. She
accuses me of exaggerating their
flaws to make her feel better,
sometimes going so far as to defend
them ("She can't be that bad ...")
The other side of this coin is the
mistake of not being mean enough
when describing an ex. The unspoken
accusation in my current girl's eyes
speaks volumes, and I must act
swiftly to smother any "old flame"
anxiety.
A person can't win. That's why I
get a girl early in the relationship to
spill her guts about her past. I assume
that if she will sleep with me, she has
slept with others (sorry to destroy
that myth of me being a virginbreaker). If' she has a little trick she
can do with her tongue, I assume she
learned it from somebody, probably
not her mom.
I know lovers have pasts that must
be shared. But I don't want to dwell.
I don't want detail and I don't want
to hear about it again. It is the
luggage that comes with the relationship, like her inability to parallel park
or her penchant for not throwing
away shampoo bottles when empty. It
is the part of her that neither her nor I
can change, no matter how much we
may want to.
I had some difficulty accepting my
current girlfriend's past due to a
variety of circumstances, among
them the fact that one of her exs goes
to school here, and he is a big, strong
man. I bear this guy no ill will, but
any interaction he and I have had has
been at best uncomfortable. He is
from her home town, so he still hangs
with her friends and shows up at their
parties. The worst part is, I see a lot
of similarities between him and me.
If I had met him and not her, I would
probably be dating him now.
I have my exs here, too. Seeing
them is odd. I'm terrible at breaking
up, so I have a tendency to just not do
it. I don't pull that, "I'll be a jerk so

Campus Forum

you dump me" crap. I just stop
talking to them. End of story. This is
okay, if you never see them again.
Unfortunately, I see them all the
time.
The point is, my past is my past. ,
An ex can make no positive contribution to my present dating situation. •
When they are through with me, I'm
through with them—for good. I will
change classes, friends or zip codes
to get them out of my life. I never
said I was well adjusted.
I don't know which is worse: my.
exs all hating, fearing, avoiding and
spreading propaganda about me, OR
my girlfriend's exs are a part of the.
current relationship. It is not easy to
hear about them. The only thing
harder than hearing her friends'
praises of her ex is dealing with her.
inquiries into my past. Which brings ..
this topic full circle.
•
I am not proud of my past, but I
am not ashamed of it either. It is my
past. It has shaped who I am. Who I
am is as much because of Natalie
from Pennsylvania or Lynette from
Red Wing as it is because of my
current girl. But the man I am loves.
her, and loves her because of what
these women have made me. I know
a good thing when I see it. I've gotta
good thing going.
I cannot hate her exs, as much as I.
should or wish I could. My girl is
who she is because of these people.
and I would not change who she is,
for anything. These are the men that
have impacted her in ways that I
can't know, and frankly don't want to
know. I am reaping the benefits of •.
their labor. I guess I should thank
them. Their loss, my gain and all that •
jive. ,
This fall, the girlfriend and I are ,
moving to a far away land, and
(hopefully) her exs will be left far .
behind. Probably not. Either way, I
•
will live (in sin, I might add) with
best friend/lover I have ever had. Our:
exs will move on, find others and do._
the same. And we will all sleep
happily.
If she would just ignore all those .
chicks I nailed.

Todd Martin
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How will it affect you if
professors go on strike?

T

eachers in this university system
Jeff Kocur
have been working without a contract
Editor-At-Large
since last June and the possibility of
a teacher strike lingers.
This poses serious problems for our education and raises serious questions about the negotiation process.
The problems come if, and when the teachers decide to strike. If the
teachers should decide to strike, our education will be disrupted for
obvious reasons.
While some may enjoy this, as they will have more time to play, it will
inevitably hurt us all in the long run because it is an obstacle to goals that
we have all set by deciding to go to college.
If teachers strike, the effects will be much greater than us just missing a
couple of days of classroom instruction. The effects will snowball from us
missing those couple of days because all the momentum gained in the
previous weeks of the class will be lost. The attitudes of the teachers and
the students will invaribly be altered as well.
The students will be discouraged and bring with them less than
enthusiastic attitudes towards learning to the classrooms, and bad feelings
between teachers and administration will undoubtedly manifest themselves in some teachers' classrooms.
Most teachers care more for the students, and will be able to teach in
their classrooms with very little distraction. They are here to educate and
realize their responsibility, but the education process, on both sides, will,
no doubt, be affected by any strike or impending strike.
This is all assuming any strike will last only a few days. If the strike
were to carry on longer, all factors would be affected exponentially.
I also question why teachers do not have a contract after three years
and why the university cannot meet their nominal requests.
Teachers, in my experience, care a lot for their subject matter, and want
their students to be able to acquire some of that same knowledge. They are
constantly engaging in endeavors to further their own education. Teachers
who are highly educated should be very valuable to any educational
institution.
Teaching still remains a very noble profession, and teachers deserve
more. In this time of large budget surpluses at the state level, we should be
able to allocate more money towards the educational process.

Dr. Gerry Gerlach
Professor/Geography

Melinda Ward
Sophomore/Criminal Justice
"I would be losing out on the

"I'd be supportive of a strike, even
though it would be devestating to
me financially."

education that I'm paying for."

Nadeen Curry
Junior/Accounting/Business
Administration

Don Wistrcill
Assistant Professor/Physical
Education and Recreation

"A Strike would be okay with me
as long as my class grades do
not suffer."

"I support the IFO (International
Faculty Organization) decision,
whether it is to strike or not."

Ann Eljenholm Nichols
Professor/English

Jon Baietto
1.
Junior/Elementary Education

"I feel strongly about the issue of
capping the number of adjunct
faculty, so I would support a
strike."

"I'm planning on student teaching
next year, but if I can't finish this
year and take summer classes, I •
won't be done on time."

Colleen Filipeck
Junior/Psychology/English

Drake Hokanson
Assistant Professor/Mass
Communication

"I would not want a strike
because I would lose out on class
time, which I'm paying money for,
and my grades could suffer for it."

"It would affect me less than it
would the students. I want this to
be settled without a strike."

-

•
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LIFE, IN A

,g Reed a moment .

NUTSHELL _
Ariel Blaha
Columnist

don't know it it's something in
Winona's water, but this is the
only place left where I have
single friends! Last summer I
;watched my four closest friends from
high school give up their carefree,
Xtin lives and join the old maid club.
two were married—one already has
a kid. Another got engaged. The last
'girl, whom I once though would
never have a serious relationship, is
r shopping. Do I sound bitter?
That's not the point.
You know the saying "the last
living virgin"? That doesn't really
apply here, but if you replace the
virgin part with something along the
lines of "single girl who is now
thought to be a lesbian by many of
her friends," you'd have me. Actually, my old boyfriend prefers
bisexual for obvious reasons.
For the record, I don't have a
=problem with gay people. I also don't
ave a problem with Bears fans or
=eo* who listen to the Spice Girls,
lut I'm not one of them either. I have
=sa- few gay friends, and they're too
wool. Although it sucks when we
=rink the same guy is cute . . . even
worse when he gets him and I don't!
I went home to my friend's
wedding and brought one of my
roommates. Naturally that means I'm
gay to anyone in my hometown. It
makes sense now . . . all the extra
attention, especially when we were
on the dance floor. Two guy friends
stopped by my house in the middle
t of the night. The first question they
asked, "Where's your roommate?"
vWhat a bunch of perverts.
I brought a different roommate
home to Cheesefest, my town's
annual bash if you can call it that,
,r

ng

g

-

Movie Review

and I guess she became my new
girlfriend. So here I was, introducing
her to my friends as my roommate,
and they all thought we were live-in
lovers.
A couple people made a few
jokes, and I laughed along with them.
But when parents began asking, it
had gone too far. I never thought the
day would come when I would have
to call home and break any type of
news to my parents that involved
"me" and "lesbian" in the same
thought. I didn't want them to hear
this from some nosy hometown
spinster. My mom, being the eternal
sweetheart that she is, said, "Honey,
if you are gay, we'll still love you."
Not the response I was looking for.
Talk about cliche . . . I first
learned that people were serious
about the rumor at the beauty salon
where a friend from high school
works. It's like being trapped in a
bad twilight zone.
It's been almost a year since this
whole lesbian thing started, and I still
catch slack for it when I go home.
Recently it spread to Winona, and
some of my guy friends are infatuated with the idea that because my
roommate and I are always together,
we're gay. Or as one moron says, we
at least shower together (you know
who you are).
Maybe I'm weird, but something
seems wrong here. I don't assume
that because two guys hang out a lot,
something is going on between them.
If two men are gay, other men think
it's gross. If two women are gay,
men think it's sexy.
The mind of a man is a preposterous thing. I'll never fully understand
the reasoning for their beliefs and
ideas. I'm not saying that women are
smarter. Women are just more
sensible, realistic, understanding—I
could go on. I think my life would be
a lot easier, a lot less complicated, if
I were a lesbian. Unfortunately, I
prefer men.

Randi McLaughlin
Movie Critic

Everything You Always Wanted
Know About Sex (But Were
, Afraid To Ask)•1972, Rated R
ts ,

•Directed and Written by: Woody Allen
•Starring: Woody Allen, Tony Randall, Gene Wilder,
Lynn Redgrave, Burt Reynolds

Hmmm . . . who do I know in here? . .
Oh, that person was in History with me .. .
There's the freak from the computer lab ..
Lisa Hendrickson
Now there's someone interesting .. .
Columnist
So far this quarter, I've been blessed. I know
someone in every class. After you've been here
about a year, generally you can go into a class and
know at least eine person to sit by.
ow was your break? I've heard that so
Usually after the quarter is in its second week, I
many times, I feel that when people ask
tend to sit in the same area every day. It takes me a
me that, there's no real concern. My break couple days to see if I'm comfortable with the
was just like yours. It went too fast, and I did
view of the teacher, chalkboard and other students.
nothing of significance. My roommate Liz went to
I'll use my Intro to Political Science class as an
Tibet, and my other roommate Cecily went to
example. We've had three classes, and I already
South Carolina. Where did Lisa go? Crazy. I couch know where I intend to sit all quarter; near the wall
surfed, lived out of a suitcase and couldn't wait to
on the right of the room. I like the people in my
area and have a decent view of Dr. Lee and his
get back here.
I need a moment to vent a little .. .
continual chalkboard rants. Now I enjoy coming to
This quarter should be a good one. Everyone is class. Unfortunately, that class is very packed, and
stoked up for spring and are taking morning
I have to hurry my ass, which I do not enjoy, to get
my spot.
classes to enjoy the afternoons, making our
I'll just tell you now, that I've been known to
campus seem lively again.
Which brings me to this weeks topic, the
kick people out of rny spot. I'm usually nice about
it, but I can and will get evil about it. I shouldn't
classroom.
You know how you walk into your first class
have to verbally declare that spot either; if you sit
with that feeling of, "Oh God , here we go again." in a spot that you normally don't sit in, why start
now?
I sit down and start the scope.

H

"Interview & Dinner Etiquette"
presented by Dr. James Bovinet
Thurs., April 2nd @ 7:30 p.m.
Mark Auditorium
*sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi

•

My mind gets in a set, and having to sit in a
strange chair throws me off. I can't think, and a
new spot gives me the weirds.
Another example: last quarter in my art class,
this chick decides to sit in my spot on the last day.
I looked at her in disgust, and thought, "What is
her problem?" I don't know where she came from,
but she definitely didn't sit even near my area that
whole quarter, and now she's sitting there like it's
no big whoop. It is a big whoop.
Too bad for me that my major resides in Minne
the biggest cubicle ever made. For every class that
I have in there, I actually learn twice. Once from
the class I'm in, and once from the class next to
our room. I think the professors who know there's
a class next door tend to write extra hard on the
chalkboards and talk extra loud.
Honorable mentions of the week: Jason
Peplinski has finally graduated from college and
realizes that his experience from working in the
library will probably benefit him more than his
degree in psychology. Jennie Wilson is not
actually a waitress but a seamstress in disguise;
good work with the pins girls! And finally, who
are Hank Johnson and Samantha Adams?

Sith is 'Star Wars' action revisited
Matt Del
Vecchio
Technology
Columnist
Co-developed right along with the
original 3D-shooter, Mysteries of the
Sith is a companion mission pack, or
add-on, to Jedi Knight (which is
required to install Sith). Naturally its
scope can be expected to be somewhat less than that of a full game, but
for a cheaper price, it's a comfortable
tradeoff.

Story
For the first four or five missions
you play as Kyle, returning hero
from Jedi Knight. After aiding the
New Republic against remnants of
the fallen Empire, blasting Storm
Troopers and the like, Kyle decides
to use some personal days and
investigate an ancient Jedi temple,
called Sith. At this point you take
over a new persona, Mara Jade. Fans
of the books will recognize the name;
she's a character from Timothy
Zahn's official novels. After a time it
becomes evident to Mara that Kyle
has been gone far too long, and the
story line shifts as she follows his
trail. Eventually you find yourself on
a creepy jungle planet on the
outskirts of the galaxy, exploring
murky catacombs in the dark Sith
temple.

Mechanics/Graphics
Mysteries of Sith uses the same

ith this being my first viewing of a Woody Allen movie, you might
say I was a little stunned. Sure, I have heard talk about them before
and I knew I was in for something different just by the title.
However, I could have never guessed how different the experience actually was
e going to be.
The movie is based on the best-selling book with the same title by Dr. David
Reuben. I was curious to see how Allen was going to set a book like this to film
rand I was pretty impressed.
What he did was split the movie into several sections, each based on a question
which was posed in the book. Each of the questions were made into different
"sketches," sort of like an episode of "Saturday Night Live."
In these sketches, Allen tries to answer in his own weird way the questions
• which were asked. Some examples are: "Do Aphrodisiacs Work?" and "What
Happens During Ejaculation?"
•
My personal favorite was "What Is Sodomy?" in which Gene Wilder plays a
psychologist who falls madly in love with a sheep. It sounds sick and twisted, but
it was actually pretty humorous. Other funny scenes occur when you see the
already curious-looking Woody Allen dressed as a court jester and a sperm.
Stacked with a well-known cast, this movie was fairly entertaining. I can
definitely say it was both innovative and creative, sometimes in a very sick way.
I also realized after watching this movie that people must either completely love
or hate Woody Allen humor.
Many people I am sure would consider this movie to be vulgar and utterly
tasteless. (I even did in some parts.) However, if you like his other movies I would
definitely suggest this little ditty.
If you have never seen one and are not easily shocked, I say give this one a
try. One thing you can be sure of...you have never seen a movie quite like this
before!

March 25, 1998

Book Review
Laura Burns
Book Critic

officially gave up all informa
tive books about maturity once I
started college; I just figured you
learn by experience and that is what I
was getting from college. So that was
it for self-realization books, until
now. When I was first handed this
book I looked at the cover and
thought, great, another book telling
me to use condoms and that my
parents really do care. All I need in
my life right now is more
instruction, so I precariously
sat down and read. When I
finished the book I had a very
different view of self-help
books.
OK it may sound cheesy,
but this guy, Doug De Bias,
really does know where we,
young adults, are coming
from. He reminded me once
again that old people were
once young like myself. He

T

Game:

Rating
(out of five):

Mysteries of
the Sith
graphics engine of the first fedi
Knight, with some enhancements.
Most noticeable is the addition of
colored lighting (again, a 3Daccelerator card is highly recommended). Which is all fine and good,
except...the game performed much
more poorly than the first! Every 20
seconds or so, gameplay unexpectedly halts, I'm guessing as textures
are loaded into memory. This is
especially visible when playing in
large open areas or when- battling
several opponents. The result is
choppy, hard to follow and takes
some time getting used to. You may
sacrifice the lighting effects for
added speed, but it did nothing to
improve my gameplay. Major
bummer.

Cons
Level design is pretty disappointing. On the whole they are small and
kind of dull. Where Jedi Knight was
distinctive for huge, vast levels—not
only the size of the maps were large,
but the structures themselves made
you feel small and insignificant—

writes that it's OK to have sex, or to
go against the norm of society.
Bias' book collaborates many
different essays collaborated into
sections such as: Capitalism,
Masturbation & Morality, and A
Velox Overlay of the Big Picture.
They sound a little strange for a
writer to actually produce a book
about, but I found these chapters
humorous and entertaining. For
example an excerpt from Personal
Responsibility proclaims, "Just
because where you are is most likely
where any other consciousness
would be in this life of yours, doesn't
mean that you have no control over
your future." I don't know about
everyone else, but it's writing like

Coming of Age in
Babylon, Finding
Your Own Reality
Doug De Bias
New Spring Publications

Sith's levels are cramped and bland.
This is with a few exceptions;
towards the end of the game level
design took on a whole new style,
and the multiplayer levels are better
than Jedi Knight's.
Mysteries of Sith is also more
frustrating than Jedi Knight. Many
times I yelled aloud various curses as
I was munched by lightning-quick
monsters and forced to reload. Which
wouldn't be so bad, if LucasArts had
decided to employ a standard
quickload function. The lack of such
a feature suggests that saving and
loading as often as needed is considered "unbecoming of a Jedi." Thus
you must halt gameplay and wade
through a menu or two in order to
load your last save. Combined with
the quick reflexes and deadly
accuracy of the computer opponents,
it gets damn aggravating.

Pros
The game truly redeems itself
during the final few levels, in which
the player is nearly caught up with
the estranged Kyle. Here we explore

this that gets my gears moving.
Corning Of Age In Babylon, is
described written for ages 18-25, this
I would have to argue. The topics are
aimed more towards younger adults;
I hope by the age of 25 that most
people consenting to sex know how
to use a condom. The language and
cognitive level are that of an educated young adult, using such $5
words as polemic, insidious and
mantra. Anyone up to the age of 21
would enjoy this book, male or
female.
So if you're looking for a good
self-realization book, pick this one
up. It's small and not all that expensive. Maybe you will learn a thing or
two about yourself.
Hey kids, have any books you
wanna read but don't wanna pick
up because you don't know if
they're good or not? TELL
ME! ! ! I need stuff to read to
continue to write this review
every week, so hey, you want
something read, I'll read it.
Drop me a line at the Winonan
office.

a murky swamp level, wading kneedeep in marsh water, the crackle and
blinding flash of lighting ever
present while thunder drones in the
heavens. But what makes this truly
exciting is the lack of conventional
weapons—the nature of the Sith
planet prevents normal energy
weapons from functioning. Instead
they just kind of fizzle and pop.
Players must rely on their skill with
the lightsaber, weapon of the Jedi
Master. That's worth ten cool
points!
Also, the final levels are skillfully designed. Once within the
depths of the Sith temple, I was
awestruck by its size and deathly
silence.
But most exciting was the
ending. Without giving too much
away, it was a fresh change of pace
from the mindless "kill the Big
Nasty" that is so common among
games. Becoming a Jedi Master is
no easy task, and brains are needed
in addition to brawn. Readers will
know that I judge lame endings
pretty harshly, and I'm proud to say
Mysteries of the Sith did not
disappoint here. I was content and
smiling smugly for an hour or so
afterward. Impressive...

Summary
Although Mysteries of the Sith is
a bit frustrating at times, it is a
satisfying mission pack for Jedi
Knight. Nice lighting and a unique
style make it fun despite sluggish
gameplay.

Music
Reviews
Coming
next week
to a

Winonan
near you!
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The Bottom Line
Michael Sigrist
Sports Editor

T

hat photo was taken out of
context. And so I begin.
Some topics deserve ink,
others have recieved far too much
of it (the latter being the case
most often). But here, you'll
receive the long awaited, much
anticipated . . . bottom line in
sports.
The Final Four is upon us. To
tell you the truth, I can't wait for
it to be done with. Bill Rafferty is
starting to overstay his welcome.
His annoying analogies and his
trademark "The k-i-s-s-s," is
getting old. Bill-you ain't no
Dicky V Baby! Go Utes!
While it's certainly respectable that they made an effort in
signing players, the Vikes still
spent millions to keep the team
that looked liked my pee-wee
team vs. the 49ers . . .and the
Pack-Memo to Ron Wolf: See
Wayne Huizenga concerning his
publication "How to dismantle a
Champion"
Speaking of distrubing things .
.. Mike Tyson's suing numerous
former 'accquaintices' for taking
his money. Memo to Iron Mike:
You should have spent more time
beating down doors of accountants than you did beating up
women. Don't make excuses for
your stupididy, we all get taken at
least once in our lives for fools,
you just made a habit of it for
years . . . get over it . . .and GET
A CLUE . . . quit making appearances on VIBE and The Kennon
Ivory Wayans Show . . .we're sick
of you. PS . . . forget the music
business, your as much a producer
as Peter McNeelly was a fighter.
And more distrubing things .. .
Karl (Pm packin' heat) Malone
should grow up. It's go-time with
the playoffs approaching and you
have nothing better to talk about
then ripping your center, complaining about management
(surprise nowadays I know) and
not being paid and appreciated
enough. Delivery to The Mailman: Who is paid and appreciated enough? No doubt you've
been a great ambassador for the
game over the years, and perhaps
its hardest worker; which makes it
even more of a shame you've
decided to take the childish
attitude as so many of your fellow
players have. PS .. .
And still more . . . Latrell (I
choked my coach because he
challenged my manhood)
Spreewell. Challenged your
manhood? Where exactly is your
manhood? Because reports have
him yelling "Pick it up!," not
groping at your groin. The
definitions of choke and grab are
secondary here. Robin Williams
wasn't 'grabbing' Will Hunting's
throat, he was choking him . . . I
doubt your confrontation went
much different. You laid your
hands on your boss's throat. You
should have been fired, you were.
End of story right . . . no. Reinstated, basketball, afterall can't be
without one of its"superstars',
think of what it would do to its'
image?
Sir Charles-thank you for
stopping your pointless and
senseless chatter about everybody
and everything, you made no
sense, but now I see why, you
were drunk.
Chris Chelios-thank you for
stepping up and taking the
responsibility of the US hockey
team on your shoulders
Mo Vaughn-you realized the
only place you can get drunk, fail
eight sobriety tests and get away
with it is in Boston . . . University
of Houston-maybe be more
concern with hiring an educator
for your student athletes.
Nykesha Sales-your record
will fall as easily as your last
bucket and Skip Carey-the
seventh innning stretch at Wrigley
should remain in silence...forever.
And that, is the bottom line.
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Wothke walks away Coach of the year
from WSU a winner

Sheridan recaps WSU's winning season

By Michael Sigrist
Sports Editor

By Brad Thede
Staff Writer

It's tough not to notice it. It's
tough to hide it. It's even harder to
erase it.
But Winona State University
women's basketball coach Terri
Sheridan's has reasons to smile.
She lead her team to its' most successful in school history, with 14 wins,
and was awarded Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference coach of the
year; an award, if possible, she's somewhat getting used to. Following the
1992-93 contest, she won both the
NAIA conference and District 13
coaching awards. But nonetheless,
it's quite an honor.
"The fact that we haven't won the
conference yet, and I stress yet, makes
receiving the award that much more
special." Sheridan said. "Coaches that
have won the conference before recognized what we're doing here."

Winona State University has begun the search for a new
head men's basketball coach.
Les Wothke announced his resignation at a press conference March 13, effective June 30.
"My personal goals and objectives have been met and after
35 years of coaching it is time to call it career," Wothke said,
surrounded by family and friends.
Over a span of 35 years Wothke notched 317 wins against
286 losses, but sees his career as a coach as more than just wins
and losses.
"I came into this profession to teach young men the game
of basketball, but more importantly I came to teach young men
what it takes to be successful in life," Wothke said. "You stay
in the game long enough and the wins and losses take care of Wothke during his four years and is now teaching and
She continued, "it's more a testathemselves; so those numbers don't mean as much to me as the coaching in New Richmond, WI.
ment to the program, and all the
"I
learned
so
much
about
life,
not
just
about
basketnumber of men I have been able to teach about life and the game
people involved." But at the top of
ball," Kreibich said. "Practice was all business and no
of basketball."
that list of people, is the modest
messing
around.
He
would
always
say
the
right
thing
for
Wothke stepped down from the position just weeks after the
men's basketball team toppled Division II's 3rd-ranked team, the right game. He could look every player in the eye and
See Sheridan, page 8
Northern State University, 80-74 in the final game of the find a way to get through to them. He is an amazing guy."
Rich
East
High
School
graduate
and
a
former
center
for
Warriors' 17-10 season.
"I came here six years ago to give Winona State basketball the Green Bay Packers, Larry McCarren also noted
direction and make it competitive at the NCAA Division II Wothke's ability to motivate individuals different ways.
"Everybody needs buttons pushed and Coach Wothke
level," Wothke said. "I think right now, especially with how we
always
could find those buttons to get the most of his
peaked in the second half of the season and finished with the big
players,"
McCarren said. "He approached basketball with
win over Northern, these young men have a lot going for them
going into next year. Right now we are the best we' ye ever been a football mentality and being a football player in high
school I could relate to that."
at the NCAA Division II level."
Wothke took his communication and motivational skills
Wothke's collegiate career started out with a six year stint
with
him beyond the hardwood and into the classroom,
with Winona between 1970-75. He followed Lou Henson to
teaching
Techniques of Coaching Basketball the last six
Illinois as an assistant for four years from 1975-1979, only to
return to the head coaching ranks with Western Michigan from years at WSU.
Wothke's unique approach captured the attention of
1979-1982.
.'T
1:1`7
over
120 students as he chose to teach the game of life and
It was then on to the U.S. Military Acadamy at West Point
ft4r4-4 t. 4-4'1+ 4- i -4 4 t. 14-4 T.
t4-4.;;,442i,4-4
where Wothke enjoyed his longest head coaching run, eight how to succeed in it rather than tinker with the Xs and Os.
n441-- A.
the
end
of
each
quarter,
students
are
asked
to
submit
y
7
y
44-4
years, from 1982-1990.
teaches
evaluations.
In 1992 he returned to Winona State for his current stint that
One evaluation captured Wothke's invaluable quali44 4.44-*3-'$.• .t-i -4441'1 4-f-tl
4
comes to an end at the end of June.
4 14 k 4
ties.
4-4
In his years of coaching, Wothke developed a reputation not
"Coach
taught
us
how
to
get
a
job,
not
just
rules
and
Amanda Peterson/Staff Photographer
for winning or losing but for being a teacher of the game and a
strategies of the game. I can't get that from reading a
Winona State's No.1 ranked player Mike Lipinski returns a volley
friend to many.
book."
during a competition versus St. Cloud State Friday.
"When you talk about Les, you talk
Former Winona State University
about loyalty, honesty, trust and everyplayer and current Chief Operating
thing you look for in a friend." Steve LL
Officer of KMC Telecomm Rosco
Fisher, longtime family friend and
Young also expressed a genuine appreHe is a giver with no
former head basketball coach at the
ciation for Wothke's enthusiasm as a
University of Michigan said.
strings attached through
teacher both in and out of the classWothke was responsible for Fisher
By Raegan (sham
the good times and the
room.
getting his coaching career started back
Staff
Writer
bad times. You always
"Coach got into this game for all the
in 1968 at Rich East High School in
Although
the Winona State University men's tennis team did not compete as
right reasons," Young said. "He stressed
feel good about yourself
Chicago. Fisher would later go on to
hoped
Friday
against St. Cloud State, losing 6-3, but there were a couple of notable
life, the game itself and education. He
when you are around
coach at Western Michigan and finally
performances.
would
hold
a
boot
to
your
throat
if
it
in Michigan.
him.
The lone winner in the single's competition was Winona's number one player,
Meant getting you to class annd making
"He is a giver with no strings atMike Lipinski.
the
grade
to
graduate.
He
was
that
genutached through the good times and the
-Steve Fisher
Lipinski took his match against Husky senior Kyle Freske to two sets 6-3, 6inely concerned about every player he
bad times. You always feel good about
Former Michigan coach and
1,
and
received high remarks from coach Mike Leaf.
coached."
yourself when you are around him.
friend
"Mike has been playing excellent tennis all year and only has one loss. He is
Young
played
for
Wothke
back
in
He's a unique individual," Fisher said.
the early '70s and noted the enthusiasm a very mature tennis player on the court, he doesn't letlittle things rattle him." Leaf
"He's got great charisma, motivational
he brought to the Winona community. said.
and comunication skills. Really, just an
As for Lipinski's thoughts on his match, "I played well, I stayed offensive and
"He brought Winona some exciteamazing guy." Fisher said.
kept him on his heels. It was one of the best matches I've played all year." Lipinski
ment
they
hadn't
seen
before.
It
was
WSU junior point guard Jason Lyons
awesome," Y
' oung said. "Standing room only in Talbot said.
shares Fisher's sentiments.
Coming into the match Lipinski knew it was going to be a tough one.
Gymnasium.
If you didn't have a ticket, you were out of
"Coach Wothke took a gamble on me coming out of Chicago;
"I knew he [F.reske] would be a good player because St. Cloud has got a good
luck."
never seeing me play before, and I respect him a lot for that,"
team."
Young
said
being
an
African-American
player
trying
Lyons said". "He shoots straight with you all the time and has
Prior to the matches Coach Leaf said that the team has been working doubles
really been a positive male role model for me and deserves most to play in Winona was difficult at first but Wothke made
extra
hard this past week. The reason?
of the credit for helping me grow up into the man I am today." the transition easier with a blend of fatherhood and friend"Doubles hasn't been the best, we need some work, so we've been changing
ship.
Former Warrior guard Cory Kreibich credits Wothke for
"Les Wothke is the reason why I am where I am today. line-ups and trying to find the right combinations."
shaping his life in the same way. Kreibich entered Wothke's
-

-

Warrior men's tennis team
falls to St. Cloud Huskies,

55

system as a walk-on but blossomed into a steady contributor for

See Wothke page 8

See Tennis page 9

Johnson's all smiles:
By Raegan (sham
Staff Writer

H

ow could someone fear a person with a nickname Smiley;
well for opposing batters it's hard not too. Ryan Johnson,
known as Smiley to his coaches, teammates, and friends, for
his inability to keep a striaght face, has been chosen as the "Warrior
2 Watch" for to his outstanding pitching performances in Ft. Meyers,
Florida.
Johnson, a senior pitcher from LaCrescent, Minn., went 2-0 in
Florida over spring break. His earned run average is currently 3.46 and
he has a total of 16 strikeouts.
"I felt pretty good. I was hitting my spots and throwing strong,"
Johnson said of his performance.
When pitching, Johnson concentrates mostly on throwing strikes
and making good, quality pitches. His main goal on the mound is to
get outs; which he does in regularity. His goals for the season however,
are two-fold, "to win a lot of games and help the team as much as I
can." He said.
As for his outlook on the season, he thinks the makings are theref
ro a successful year.
"The team will have a real strong season, our offense is unbelievable and we expect big things." Although Johnson has complete faith
in his team's offensive abilities he knows that the defensive end of the
game will decide many contests.
Right now Johnson is sitting number two in a four-man rotation
behind fellow lefty, Andy Weidl; allowing him opportunites for

WSU pitcher impressive over break

innnings.
Johnson decided to come to WSU and see if he could play ball for the
Warriors after graduating from high school in 1994.
"I heard they had a good program and plus, it was close to home." He
said.
While a student-athlete at La Crescent High School, Johnson participated in basketball as well as baseball. He was a starting guard for the
Lancers and says that he misses playing basketball. Could he play at WSU'?
"I'd rather play baseball at a bigger school, then play basketball at a
smaller school." He admitted.
Baseball, has been his love and it should be with all of the talent and
success he has had. Johnson credits his high school baseball coach George
Horihand with most of the success he has had in the past and the success he
is having now. But, he could not leave out his teammates here at Winona.
"We have a great group of guys here," Johnson said when talking about
one of the reasons he has become such a successful pitcher.
As for his early season success, coach Gary Grob said, "he did an
outstanding job, was very very consistent, and threw good strikes."
Grob was also quite impressed that after two days of rest following his
first performance against New Hampshire (Pa.), he came back against
nationally-ranked St. Rose (NY), and threw strong, winning 14-3.
"My split-finger has been working real well this year," Johnson said.
Johnson, 22, will graduate in the spring of 1999. As a Finance major, he
hopes to stay close to the area, living up to his nickname perhaps in the
banking profession.
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By Michael Sigrist
Sports Editor
The spring break again took the Winona State University baseball team on
its' annual pilgrimage south to Florida.
WSU ended up playing 10 games in six days, and finished 5-5.
"I had hoped for a 7-3 or 6-4 record, but we played good ball," WSU coach
Gary Grob said.
The Warriors started out on fire, scoring 43 runs, allowing only 24, while
winning two of their first three games.
first game (New Hampshire) we lost 6-5, but we came back and beat
them 20-3 right after."
They played tough against ranked teams, losing to Mercyhurst (Pa.) 9-8 but
beat St. Rose (NY) 14-3.
We beat them good," confessed Grob, but he continued, "anytime you play
10,4srames in six days, you're staff is going to get worn down a bit."
rind they did.
•
they lost the last three contests, scoring only 15 runs, yet allowing 31. But
Grob remains confident.
"I have no concerns at this point. Our rotation is developing, our offense will
score runs." He said.
'The rotation Grob is hanging his hat on consist of veteran Andy Weidl (0-2,
;8.53 ERA, 17 SO), Mark Hronski (1-0, 2.00, 8), who Grob said "was just a
;pleasure to watch against Saginaw Valley. He really mixed his pitches well,"
'Ryan Johnson (2-0, 3.46, 16) who "pitched two outstanding games for us," and
M9t O'Brien (0-2, 5.40, 2).
leThe

Netters swing past Eagles
O y Jason Schulte
staff Writer
doming off the loss to St. Cloud

s tate on Friday, the men's tennis team
v'as looking to get back to the .500
ark against LaCrosse on Monday.
They accomplished that by beating
the Eagles 6-3.
WSU took control of the match,
behi'nd the play of freshman Mike
4ipinski and Marc Stingley. Lipinski
(7-1), won his match 6-2, 6-2 and along
vIvitfiChad Fellows won at doubles.
"I've been playing pretty well this
ear. We've all worked hard in practice
awl-it's been showing off this year."
ski said. Stingley came back from
a deficit in the third set of singles to
win and also won at doubles with partner Jesril Jamel. Stingley said he surprrad himself by pulling off the comeback [in singles] and he hopes this is the

M

y

beginning for a good rest of the year.
"Overall, we played really well.
We've been practicing a lot in the
doubles and I was impressed by the
results there along with the results in
singles," said head coach Mike Leaf.
Next action for the tennis team is next
Monday ( I p.m.) against St. Mary's
University.
Singles
Mike Lipinski (WSU) d. Scott Carson,
6-2, 6-2; Jesril Jamcl (WSU) d. Dave
Sampson, 7-6, 6- I ; Chad Fellows (WSU) d.
Mike Brant, 6-4, 6-0; Marc Stingley (WSU)
d. Mike Rameker, 4-6, 7-6, 7-5; Pat Klett
(UW-L) d. Brian Sewall, 6-7, 6-3, 6-3;
Jarod Camerota (UW-L) d. Jeff Fedor 2-6,
7-5, 7-6.
Doubles
Lipinski-Fellows d. Carson-Sampson 82; Jamel-Stingley d. Brant-Camerota 9-8;
Rameker-Matt Pal mer d. Sewall-Fedor 8-2.

Warriors win 17 games, but lose legendary coach Wothke

Opposing hitters hit a respectable .283 with five home runs, but when an
offense is busy hitting .368 and busting loose for 18 home runs of its' own,
you're always in the game.
Offense is always a threat for WSU, evident by their 95 runs, 18 home runs
their respectable .622 team slugging percentage.
Leading the southern onslaught was senior Aaron Braund. He came home
with a .568 average, 15 runs scared, 14 RBI and four HRs.
Others were quick to follow. Yiawn Killebrew rounded out the 500 club,
hitting .529 with 1 HR and 5 RBI.
Sophomore shortstop Shea Mueske, starting 9 of 10 games, hit .484 with
four doubles and nine runs.
Seniors Mark Olsen (OF), and Chris Popp (3B/C), combined to hit .435,
with 30 RBI (15 apiece) and seven long balls.
"We scored a bunch of runs, and ended up hitting one less home runs then
ever before." Grob said.
Defense seemed to cause some troubles over their ten game span. The
finished with 22 errors, five against Missouri- St. Louis, a game they lost 32.
On March 6th, in games against Indiana Wesleyan and Mercyhurst, they
committed five errors and, according to Grob, "didn't come ready to play."
But it doesn't worry him.
"Once we get back here, get in our routine of playing 5 to 7 games in a week
instead of 10 in six days, we'llbe fine." He said. "We need to get out there and
make things routine for us."
The routine, and the fun, start this weekend as they play five games in a
WSUNiterbo/Saint Mary's Tournament.

Wothke

By Brian Prudhomme
Staff Writer

Continued from page 7

He dragged me out of inner city Chicago
and made an impression on me," Young
said. "I'd walk into a burning house for
that man."
McCarren, now a sportscaster at
WFRV TV 5 in Green Bay, and a voice
in the Packer radio broadcasting trio
along with Jim Irwin and Max McGee,
said that he spent little time playing for
Wothke but the friendship that developed is unbreakable.
"I played for him for one year at Rich
East, I've been friends with him since I
was I 6, and I'm 43 now, so that tells you
how good of a friend he is," McCarren
said.
Mark Bambanek, assistant coach under Wothke, said Wothke taught him
and assistant coach Mike Leaf about the
importance of treating people the right
way.
"He made it clear that people are

what count," Bambanek said. We're
here to develop people, there's so much
more to it than winning and losing."
Bambanek said.
Wothke compiled an 85-79 record
as head coach in his 11 years at Winona State and looks back with no
regret at the decision he made.
"Some coaches stick around too
long and wear out their welcome,"
Wothke said. "I would rather leave on
a good note, feeling satisfied and have
people say, 'Boy, he should have stuck
around another two years,' rather than
say, 'he should have quit two years
ago.'"
McCarren agrees.
"He's a special guy and when a guy
of his stature retires you don't get
weepy and cry; you say 'God bless
him, it's been a heck of a run."

physical inside play and sharp perimeter shooting, and were sent home from
Aberdeen saddled with a 20-point deThere was no significant amount of feat. The Warriors were obviously dehigh expectations surrounding the 1997- jected, but also knew it was early in the
98 Winona State, Warriors men's bas- season, and that Northern would have
ketball season, but it's almost a guaran- to make the trek to Winona before all
tee that the 1998-99 campaign will be was said and done.
much different.
Perhaps what the Warriors did not
After finishing the year with a 17-10 know, was how much improved
overall record, and a very impressive Bemidji would be for their second game.
10-2 conference mark, the Warriors But that's why they play the game.
have now established themselves as a
The Beavers played nearly perfect
top contender in Division II basketball.
and were helped by some sloppy WarThe season started off slowly. The rior play on both ends of the floor as
Warriors lost some tough tournament they stole a three point victory. This left
games, and dropped some key matchups the Warriors suddenly at 5-2 in the
against UW-Stevens Point and UW-La conference, with question marks surCrosse. The Warriors often found themfacing again.
selves flirting with the .500 mark, and
Those questions were soon answered
struggling to find an identity.
as the season reached "crunch time."
Then came the holiday break and The Warriors rattled off five straight
Coach Les Wothke received a belated wins to close out the conference season
holiday gift.
at 10-2. During that streak were a home
The team returned to action with a victory against Southwest State, and
whole new attitude and chemistry that the season's high point; revenge at home
seemed to be lacking in the season's against Northern State.
early games.
The six point win against the Wolves
The conference season began with a capped a wonderful season, and gave
win against Moorhead State at McCown Winona State an upset for the ages
Gymnasium. Although it was just a against the nation's 3rd-ranked team.
three point win on their home floor, the
The squad wrapped up the year with
Warriors took the momentum from that a second place conference finish, fallcontest, and breezed through their next ing just short of postseason play. Led
four conference games posting home by the starting five of Jason Lyons,
victories over UM-Duluth and UM- Mark Tripp, Lance Meincke, Justin
Morris, and road wins at Southwest Treptow and Tommie Beal, it was th,
State and Bemidji State.
best Warrior team this decade. Four of
That left the Warriors with a 5-0 those five starters will be once again in
record heading into the final day of uniform next season.
January. Staring them in the face was a
Add to that the depth supplied by
showdown with Northern State (SD).
Hans Albrecht, Kyle Schlaak, and Beli
The Wolves of Northern also were Keramovich, and you've got a strong,
sitting at 5-0, as both teams sat atop the well-balanced nucleus once again.
Northern Sun Intercollegiate ConferThe Warriors say a tearful goodbye
ence. However, the Wolves had no to Tommie Beal, Mark Hronski, and
intentions of giving away that conferperhaps the biggest loss in Coach
ence lead on their home floor.
Wothke, but for the next couple of
The Warriors were overwhelmed by years, "March Madness" should be alive
the combination of Northern State's and well in Winona.
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From the lockeroom
Sports do not build
character. They reveal
it.
99
Heywood Hale Broun

Baseball is like church,
many attend, few
understand.
99
Leo Durocher

44

When you win

If you make every game a life and death
situation, you're going to have a lot of problems
for one thing, you're going to be dead a lot.
99
Dean Smith

A winner never
whines.

nothing hurts.

99

99
Paul Brown

Joe Namath

Sheridan
Continued from page 7
head coach.
teaching and coaching.
In her six seasons as coach, Sheridan
"I came here be a teacher and coach
as coached more games, and has again. I really care about these kids.
moved into second place behind Marge What has she learned over the years in
Moravec in winning percentage and different states, in different leagues and
,vins. The ink on her new four year with different players?
.ontract is still drying.
"You come in (coaching) early thinkIt won't be long until she sits alone ing you can control things from the
n all three categories.
sidelines; as you get older you realize
"My philosophy, in life and athlet- you can't."
es, is 'Hard work pays off. —
A player's coach? Yes.
Sheridan knows about hard work.
"I try to give everyone the opportuAfter attending the University of nity. I try to be fair."
Wisconsin-La Crosse for her underThat's why she, if put in the same
;raduate degree in physical education situation as the coaches at the UniverInd coaching, she was on to Xavier sity of Connecticut and Villanova,
sigh school in Appleton, Wis., to coach , "wouldn't hesitate" to put in her own
girl's basketball, where tradition runs Nykesha Sales under the hoop to sink
seep.
an uncontested basket and set a school
After 3 years at Xavier, Sheridan record. She sees it somewhat of a re)acked her bags to Iowa State to get her ward.
Masters. And while at Iowa, she had
"For four years they work hard for
he opportunity to work alongside Tara you. It's a big milestone in a females
/anDerveer, now head coach of pow- athlete's life." She doesn't want to take
;rhouse Stanford.
that moment or that opportunity, away
The La Crosse job opened up and from anyone.
;heridan decided to walk away from
"Student athletes. Students first,
division I basketball, where she says, athletes second," Sheridan said when
`I found myself making executive sug- asked about kids she looks to bring to
;estions, not executive decisions."
WSU. "With a good work ethic, and
She travelled back to Wisconsin they can't be problem students."
.nd D III ball. For four years she lead
This year's roster, in the eyes of
he Eagles, once capturing a Final 8 bid their coach, possesses them all.
nd received coach of the year.
Her loyalty is to her players. She's
After a stop at Wichita State, she constantly looks to stress 'team', knowFund herself at Winona, returning to ing full well that without anyone of
.er "roots," and getting back into the them, the success they've enjoyed in
ual responsibilities of what she loves, their record-breaking year wouldn't be

possible.
They were a young team. Juniors
Maryann Witberler, Stacey Brunner and
Ann Zemke, found themselves surrounded by youngsters. But being young
doesn't mean inexperience.
"Now, younger players are playing
more games (before college ball) andthe
skill level is higher."
The leading scorer (Jeanelle Soland
14.4), rebounder (Lesley Miller 7.3)
are both sophomores, but as Sheridan
said, "they're experienced. Both
playeda lot of games for us last year as
freshman, they're seasoned."She mentioned the old cliché', 'youwin with
experience', but she said, what they're
saying is you win withseasoned players." She's betting on it. Freshmen
guards Heather Livingstone and Katie
Sandre both played tons of minutes and
lead in 3-point percentage (.443) and
assists (3.7) respectively, while combining to force 56 turnovers.
But, statistics and leading team categories, as Sheridan is always stressing, tells half the story.
A lot of players shine out of the
spotlight—behind the scenes.
Amanda Brown, Raegan Isham,
Angie Granquist, Marin Rather,
Witberler and Zemke, to name a few,
all contribute invaluable parts to the
whole that is WSU women's basketball.
Finishing 5-7 in the NSIC and 14-13
overall, the Warriors look back and are
satisfied.

Slow start for softball

"I think a lot of them surprised them
After spring break, Warriors return home 0-12
selves. They had a lot of fight in their
eyes this year."
and year catcher Carolyn Fabsik
That fight was evident, she said, in By Jim Sewastynowicz
(.345) and freshman pitcher Kate
Staff
Writer
many games.
Maschman, (.273) all hit respectively.
"Against St. Cloud, at the
An 0-12 start to a season could
Rachel Lockwood "performed ad
Metrodome, winning the Augustana lower anyone's expectations.
mirably," said Smith, with a 2.07"
Tournament when no one thought we
Anyone but Winona State's soft- ERA over the trip kept the game's
had a chance at all."
ball coach Myron Smith. The WSU close.
They started the season 6-1, which softball team went down south for a
Softball games weren't the only
"set the tone," but ran across some
12 game spring trip and came back things WSU lost on the trip. Regan;
injuries which caused Sheridan "to give with all losses.
was injured along with Rhiannan
players a lot of minutes to players out of
Whereas WSU was just starting Verburgt who tore her anterior cruel'
their positions."
their season, most of the teams they ate ligament. - "The bar is going to keep going up,' faced had already played seven or
"I'm not disappointed at all, I'm
Sheridan said.
more games.
looking forward to a good year," Smih , ,
With everyone returning next year,
"The southern teams were way said."We improved vastly last week."
there certainly is reason to smile.
ahead of us," said Smith. One of
With the next eight games being
which was Augustana College, ranked played at the Dakotadome, where,
tenth Division II.
WSU is the defending champ, Smith
Continuted from page 7
One aspect that hurt the Warriors says he's optimistic.
"Our goal does not change. Our
The next home matches will be Fri- was their offense.
"We hit .212 as a team which was goals at the beginning were to make,
day against Bethel College (9 am), and
on Sunday against St. Mary's Univer- our major problem. We did not pro- regional playoffs, we can if we win,
duce enough base runners," Smith said. our conference and our conference.
sity (1pm).
There were exceptions. Junior third tournament," Smith said.
Singles
baseman
Tiffanie Regan (.409), secMike Lipinski (WSU) d. Kyle Freske, 6-

Tennis

3,6-1; Nick Kettenhofen (SCSU) d. Jesril
Jamel, 6-0,6-4; Todd Bishop (SCSU) d.
Chad Fellows, 6-3,6-2; Troy Pilger (SCSU)
d. Marc Stingley, 6-3,6-4; Brain Feddema
(SCSU) d. Brian Sewall 6-3,6-3; Jason
Leopold (SCSU) d. Jeff Fedor,6-2,6-0.
Doubles
Lipinski-Fellows (WSU) d. FreskeKetenhofen, 9-7; Jamel-Stingley (WSU) d.
Feddema-Joe Cheney, 8-5; Aaron SlackKyle Klawiter (SCSU) d. Fedor-Justin
Flattum, 8-1.

From the cheap seats
Sports on Tap
Baseball:
Wednesday 25
7:00
.ConcordiaMoorhead
@ the Metrodome

Get Into the

Saturday 28
11:00 . . . @ St. Mary
4: 00 . . . Jamestown
@WSU

454-3600

r

1.4
2 LARGE

LARGE
3-ITEM
PIZZA

SINGLE ITEM
PIZZAS

Additional Toppings
Only $1.00 per Pima

Not valid With Any Other Offer.

Expires: June 31, 1998

Not Valid With Any Other Offer.
L,

Expires: June 31, 1998

Monday 30
Fun and work are one in the same
with Valleyfair.
As a member of our crew, you'll enjoy
• Free admission, including passes for your friends
and family
• Staff functions: dances, concerts, ride nights ...
all with free food

DATELINE

CHAT LINE

Soft Talk)

• 1,400 co-workers from here and around the world

LIVE!

• Carpool and housing programs

TALK TO
GIRLS
LIVE!

• Flexible scheduling to accommodate your ride
• Wide variety of work areas you choose
• Supervisors who understand your Job, your life

College Assistance Now...

River Falls

Bethal @ St.T's
9:00 am
Saint Mary's @ St. T's

arrangements

College Students

Sunday 29
2:00
@WSU

Dakotadome Invitational
@Vermillion, SD

Men's Tennis:
Saturday 28

2,44 .5fteciata

■

L

Saturday 28 & 29

Behind the

4PIZZA

r

Bemidji
Viterb

Softball:

wirovArmn'S
/444 /46aut nut

Friday 27
11:00
4:00
@WSU

• Outdoor work environment
• internships and co-op positions available
• Huge wage bonuses

Interviewing On Campus:

Guys & Gals

Wednesday, March 25

Want to Meet You!

9:00am - 4:00pm

call

1-900-945-5500

Student Union
Campus Rep: Amy Southwick
(507) 454-8798

ext. 6495
Procell (602) 954-7420
or
hltp.//www thehotpages com/date 083452. htm

If you are unable to visit with us on campus,
contact us at:

VaLLeyfair

...Job Skills For Tomorrow.
If you're looking for help paying for college expenses, consider the benefits of joining the
Minnesota Army National Guard. For just a few days a month and a few weeks a year, you can earn
up to $27,000 in college assistance.
That's not all. You'll receive training in one of 300 different job skills that you can use in a civilian
career after you graduate. Make the decision that pays off today and tomorrow. CALL NOW:

Recruiter McMillan 453-2995

MINNESOTA
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One Valleyfair Drive
Shakopee, MN 55379
Phone: (612)496-5359
Fax: (612)496-5267
Toll Free Jobline: 1-800-FUN-RIDE
TDD forthe hearing impaired: (612)445-1364
www.valleyfair.com

An Equal Opportunity Employer

* Must be 18 years or older $2.99 per min.

-

CALL 1-900-388-2500
ext. 2027
$3.99 per minute
or
http://www.thehotpages .
com/chat.0837452.htm
Must be 18 years or older!

Procall Co.
602-954-7420
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Hospital Sterilization
Thousands of designs to choose from I
or bring your own!
Body piercing full time!
Over 23 years of experience
Must be 18 yrs of age or parent present

I

157 Main Street
I
Bring this coupon in for $5 off any body piercing I
Winona
452-2033
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PAMELA ANDERSON'S B EASTS
TO CHANGE THE WORLD

completely devastating. Since over 54 percent of the

world's existing supply of plastics are in their hands
(or breasts, lips, noses, thighs, etc.), this combustible
couple would have the economic capability to run
their competitors out of business.
As anyone can clearly see, there is enough plastic
in points B and C (fig. 38 DD) on Pam alone to meet

all of Sally Struthers's spork needs from now until

pany, she'd probably call it "Boobs,

by Jim Irving & Dave Serritella
Erixia Gordonian

March 25, 1998

Bottles & Stuff" even though Michael is
adamant about the name "Tee-ball, Big-

In an unexpected turn of events,

Wheels & Lovers." She also said, "Tell

Pamela Anderson Lee (known for

Jim and Dave that they're the sexiest

her spreads in Playboy) has decid-

things in journalism (move over Dan

ed to have her body recycled when

Rather!)."

she dies.

For now, Pamela Anderson Lee has

The former "Baywatch" star/lust-

resolved to stay out of direct sunlight

object was renewing her driver's

and away from intense heat so as not to

license last Friday when she was

damage her goods.

asked by a DMV employee if she
would like to become an organ
donor.
After a series of high-pitched

"After all," explained a giddy Pam,

Presently, there is very little competi-

"Shrinky-Dinks aren't very sexy. Ya
Know?"

tion in the plastics industry and an incredibly high barrier to entry into the market.

For now Pam is content with her

"Huh?"'s and "Could you explain

share of the world's plastic where it is,

that again?"'s, a bewildered Pain

but plastics companies should watch

pulled her drunken hubby, Tommy

out--if she decides to form a partnership

Lee, away from the 17 year old dri-

POSSIBLE
ECONOMIC IMPACTS

with Mr. Jackson, the economic effects

-

ver's license applicant he'd been

could possibly spell disaster for the rest

hitting on to ask him for some input.

Tupperware

of the industry.

Unfortunately for the silicon-

(22 %)

sweetie, Tommy Lee simply grunted a few times, spit up on his shirt

Pam shown here displaying her

and went back to groping the

sheer plastic power.

RubberMaid

unwilling juvenile who was too
young to know what a Motley Crue

Figure 38 DD. Plastographic maps of Pam and

Michael.

(9 %)

Screw'm convinced Pam that her

was--she was convinced that he was

breasts alone could do more for mankind

a homeless crackhead--pretty close

than a million spare hearts, kidneys,

from Pam's body parts may command a higher price

(he has a home but he can't quite

lungs and livers ever could. Pam, of

due to the previous owner.

remember where it is).

course, replied. "Haven't they already?"

doomsday. Furthermore, any products manufactured

Figure 44 DD. Current holders of
valuable plastic as a resource.

While Michael's plastic reserves aren't quite as

Finally, after several explanations

Screw'm agreed, but also pointed out

from the helpful DMV clerk, Pam

that by recycling herself, she could solve

As pointed out in figure 44 DD,

regretfully declined becoming an

the plastic problems of many of the

TupperWare, Presto, RubberMaid, Pam

organ donor, remembering that her

world's undeveloped and under-developed countries.

impressive as Pam's (he went to a budget surgeon
named Dr. Nick), they are almost as big (with the
exception of point N).

Anderson and Michael Jackson combined

RubberMaid spokesperson, G. Ime Pist, said, "This
is just absurd. I mean, who's gonna want to drink out
of a plastic bottle made from one of Mrs. Lee's
breasts? And even if some sicko did want to drink

15 percent air (in her head, not

"However," Screw'm said, "your body

control almost 95 percent of the world's
existing plastics, and with environmental

lungs), and five percent hair and

contains a large enough portion of the

restrictions tightening daily, it is becom-

skin (which may or may not be real-

world's high grade plastics for you to

ing far too expensive to produce new

from one of her breasts, who's gonna run the damn

-she couldn't remember).

become one of the major players in the

plastics.

company? Like Michael Jackson knows the first

plastics industry."

"This makes currently existing plastics
all the more valuable," said White House

thing about making money. -

body is currently 80 percent plastic,

After dropping off Tommy Lee
and his now-willing teeny bopper
friend (he, as Jerry McGuire would

While Pam says that she hasn't decided
what to do with her large ... uh ... assets

say, showed her the money!) at a

yet, sources report having seen the

The results of a merger between Michael

local motel so that she could audi-

blonde flotation device meeting in secret

Jackson and Pam Anderson could he

tion for Pam and Tommy's next

with the King/Queen of reconstructive

hardcore flick, Mrs. Lee paid a visit
to

her lawyer/economic

advisor/personal therapist, I. Will

Until the polyurethane pair decide what to do with
themselves, the state of the plastics world will hang in
the balance.

surgery itself, Michael Jackson, to discuss a possible merger.
Mrs. Lee told Gordonian reporters
yesterday that if she were to start a com-

Screw'm.

Economic Advisor tam A. Sphincterboy.

trak

Exclusive photo of Michael
Jackson caught secretly
meeting with Pam.

F

QUOTE OF THE WEEK !
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"There were nasty green warty things, like pickled
gherkins, lying on the beach."--H.G. Wells in a description of
sea cucurrbers, 1927.
Samitted by Jim Parplun--WSU student and self proclaimed
gherkin aficionado.
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Erixia Gordonian Disclaimer
We, Dave Serritella and Jim Irving, remind you that the stuff on this page (except for the classified ads)
is not factual.
This page is intended for entertainment. It's rarely ever news. "Actually, it's rarely entertainment.

WINONAS BIRTHDAY BAR

(

Have fun-Raising Funds For
your Clubs, Teams & Groups.
Earn up to $500 or more! Put
our 25 years of fundraising
experience to work for you.
Call Now for details on FREE
CE of your choice. 1-880-5922121 ext. 128

S

JAKE TOUR 1998

Summer in Chicago
Child
careand light housekeeping for
surburban Chicago families.
Must be a responsible, loving,
non-smoking person. Call
Northfield Nannies 847-5015354.

MEET
JAKE LEINENKUGEL!

Having Trouble Finding a Job?
Express Personnel Service is
a professional job hunting
company that will find a job for
you! Express currently has a
variety of openings in and
around the Winona area Shifts
available include 1st, 2nd, and
3rd. Full or part-time. Call or
stop by: Express Personnel
Services Winona Mall Annex
457-3311 or 800-503-8983
Never a Fee! E.E.O.C.

(President and CEO of
Leinenkugel Brewing Co.)

Enjoy 3

for

$1

Leinenkugel Tars
Leines Regular
Leines Honey Weiss
Leinies Red

Minnesota Elks Youth Camp

Fun with Jake all Night Long!
66 A

11
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NANNIES PLUS
The Elite Nanny Service Jobs
Available Nationwide--minimum one yr commitment.
1-800-752-0078

lLI

M(113CC 13.D.M

99

near Brainerd needs cabin
counselors, craft specialist,
water front people, naturalist,
fishing specialist, music
leader, camp nurse. June 10August 10, good pay eoe 507373-6002.

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT-Work in the Great
Outdoors. Forestry, Wildlife
Preserves, Concessionaires,
Firefighters, & more.
Competitive wages + benefits.
Ask us how! 517-324-3110
Ext. N56771
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
JOBS workers can earn up to
$2,000+/month (w/tips &benefits) in seasonal/year-round
positions. World Travel
(Hawaii, Alaska, Mexico,
Caribbean, etc.). Ask us how!
517-324-3093 ext/ C56771
EARN
$750-$1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your student group needs by sponsoring a VISA fundraiser on your
campus. No investment &
very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why
not call for information today.
1-800-323-8454 ext 95

EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For details
- RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP 5 6547 N Academy
Blvd.Dept N Colorado Springs,
CO 80918.

FREE T SHIRT +$1000
-

Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups.
Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00/VISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext
65. Qualified callers receive
free T-shirt.

CRUISE & LAND TOUR
EMPLOYMENT
earn
$2,000/month. Free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean,
etc). #1 source! Ring: (919)
933-1939 ext C239
ALASKA EMPLOYMENTEarn to $3,00+/month in fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
Food/Lodging! No exp.
required! (919) 933-1939, ext
A239.
EASTERN
EUROPE
EMPLOYMENT- Teach basic
conversational English in
Prague, Budapest & Krakow.
Competitive wages + benefits.
Ask us how! (517) 336-0626
ext K56771

Free Cash Grants! College.
Scholarships. Business.
Medical bills. Never Repay.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.
G-8731
Free Book Dealership, Be
Your Own Boss, No Inventory,
Sales Material Provided, Free
Startup Kit call 1-800-6543930 24 Hrs.
1 F to live w/ 4F. 1 block from
campus. $165.00 a month,
pay heat/electric. Lease starts
6/1/98 Interested Contact Kim
Hammill or Jackie Jedynak
@454-1650.
•

call the ftli1
at 457-5677.

an ad

